**Cremation Markers**

These markers can be used for a single individual or 2 individuals. Can also be used with Veterans niche bronze.

All Cremation Markers will be the same size: 1-6 x 0-8 x 0-4
The only difference is whether the sides are Sawn or Rocky

Other Colors Available

Salisbury Pink
BRP=$425.00
SS=450.00

Morning Rose
BRP=$395.00
SS=$415.00

Rustic Mahogany
BRP=$425.00
SS=$450.00

Gray
BRP=$250.00
SS=$300.00
These are color suggestions only. Please see Spence Memorials for additional color selections. Computer-generated images and printed reproductions may not accurately match colors. We recommend final selections be made from actual samples whenever possible.
Granite Color Samples
(More Colors Available)

COLORADO RED
MONARCH PINK
CELESTIAL BLK
RUSTIC MAHAOGANY
NORTH AM. PINK
MT. WHITE
ABLE BLUE(GRAY)
STARLIGHT MIST
WAUSAU
SILVER CLOUD
KERSHAW
CHEROKEE MRBL.

These are color suggestions only, please see Spence Memorials for additional color selections. Computer generated images and printed reproductions may not accurately match colors. We recommend final selections be made from actual samples whenever possible.